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In this work, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy images of microscopic soot emissions from
wildfire and from a wide range of anthropogenic combustion sources (e.g., electrical utility and institutional
oil boilers, jet aircraft, and heavy-duty diesel trucks) are presented. The soot nanostructures of individual
particles in these emissions are predominantly heterogeneous, decidedly influenced by the fuel composition
and by the particular combustion process the fuels undergo, and reveal the mechanisms underlying primary
soot particle inception and growth. A lattice fringe analysis shows that differences among the soot nanostructures
are measurable. To study whether these differences might identify the combustion source types contributing
to ambient aerosols, we also examine the nanostructures of individual atmospheric particles collected at two
spatially diverse United States locations (Duke Forest, North Carolina, and the Northern Front Range, Colorado).
We find that the elemental carbon structure in airborne particles is mixed internally and externally and does,
in fact, reflect contributions from different anthropogenic and biomass burning sources. An improved
understanding of the soot nanoheterogeneity in airborne and combustion particles is likely to greatly influence
PM2.5-related health and source apportionment research.

Introduction

Global emissions estimates of submicrometer soot particles
[also referred to as elemental or black carbon (EC or BC);
hereafter referred to as EC or soot] are as high as 12-17 Tg/
year.1 Formed from the incomplete combustion of biomass and
fossil fuels, soot particle emissions from anthropogenic and
wildfire sources have received ever-increasing attention, owing
to their direct and indirect2 roles in climate forcing and the
potential health risks they pose.3

The chemical reactivity and physical and radiative properties
of soot are dependent on its nanostructure,4 a term referring to
the degree of atomic order as manifested by graphitic layer plane
segments and their physical relation to each other. The details
of soot structure at the nanolevel are normally gleaned from
images recorded using a high-resolution transmission electron
microscope (HR-TEM), a high-magnification instrument with
spatial resolution better than 0.2 nm. Sample examinations by
HR-TEM can furnish information on atom arrangements, surface
topography and texture, particle morphology, material crystal-
linity, and composition. Extensive information on the mixing
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state and chemical heterogeneity of aerosols is also obtainable
with HR-TEM.

In laboratory studies using a high-temperature furnace, the
combustion of different fuels has produced considerably dif-
ferent soot nanostructures.5 These differences in soot nano-
structure were shown to be mainly dependent upon the fuel
composition, the combustion process, and the combustion
temperature.6,7 When a form of computational image analysis,
lattice fringe analysis, is used, soot nanostructure and its
variations could also be quantified. In essence, quantification
included parametrizing length, curvature, and separation distance
between the carbon lamella. Substantial differences in these
categories have translated into colloquial characterization of the
carbon as graphitic, fullerenic, or amorphous. The question to
be addressed here is whether similar differences might be
manifested in the soot produced from biomass burning (e.g.,
wood stoves or wildfire) and in commonly used fossil fuel
combustion devices (e.g., utility boilers, vehicles, etc.) given
the wide variation in fuels and combustion conditions. If
plausible, these differences could be used to help identify or
fingerprint the combustion sources contributing to ambient
aerosols or could be used to partly explain the causal mecha-
nisms for the adverse health effects of aerosols. Such research
activity could support source apportionment and health studies
with potentially significant regulatory implications.

Indeed, HR-TEM studies have begun to indicate qualitative
differences in nano- and microstructure and morphology among
carbonaceous particles from anthropogenic and wildfire sources
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(for example, see and compare the TEM images in refs 8-10).
However, visual evidence within the HR-TEM images alone
has not always adequately revealed the subtle variations among
the complex networks of lamella borne from the different fossil
fuel combustion sources (as evidenced by panels c and d in
Figure 1 of ref 8).8 Assuming soot nanostructure is to support
sound decision making in source apportionment and other
health-related PM2.5 research activities (PM2.5 refers to particu-
late matter that is 2.5µm or smaller in size), a quantitative
analysis and understanding of the soot nanostructure from a
range of combustion sources will be needed. Yet, we know of
only one study providing such quantitative data, and its focus
concerns primarily diesel soot emissions.11

In this work, we assemble HR-TEM images of soot from a
range of anthropogenic and pyrogenic emissions sources, which
contribute significantly to the atmospheric aerosol burden. The
soot nanostructures over select particle areas are quantified using
lattice fringe analysis. The quantitative results illuminate the
clear visual distinction between biomass burning and fossil fuel
combustion soots. And although there are visual differences in
nanostructure among the fossil fuel combustion soots examined
(corroborating our initial laboratory studies), the fact that these
differences were less evident generally applies. Visual inspection
of nanostructure did grant us the ability to reveal the mechanisms
underlying primary soot particle inception and growth and the
combustion and fuel source characteristics. It also reveals
internally variable elemental carbon structure and composition
within individual primary soot particles from the same fossil
fuel combustion source.

To finish, we show that the nanostructures of individual
atmospheric particles collected at spatially diverse U.S. locations
(Duke Forest, North Carolina, and the Northern Front Range,
Colorado) are largely internally and externally mixed EC
assemblages, which reflect specific fuel and combustion source
contributions. These data draw a direct link between atmospheric
soot and primary combustion source emissions. The value of
developing an approach that uses the relatively nonreactive EC
component of PM for apportionment is considerable, especially
in light of the recent evidence showing that the condensable
organic markers commonly used in linear factor analysis and
chemical mass balance models are being photochemically
oxidized in aged, regionally transported summertime aerosols.12

General Picture of Soot Formation.Fuel pyrolysis occurring
at relatively low combustion temperatures generates the mo-
lecular species, energy, and conditions necessary for mass
growth of soot nuclei.13 Generally, molecular species grow as
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) of ever increasing
molecular weight.14 Ultimately, the supersaturation of very high
mass species causes initial condensation, which may be aided
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by reactive processes.15 Subsequent carbonization followed by
continued molecular mass addition to the growing particle leads
to primary soot particles.16 Depending upon the nascent fuel
composition and combustion temperature, different species such
as PAH or acetylene can contribute to soot mass growth.17

During the growth process, agglomeration occurs, resulting in
the fractal aggregates typical of soot particles. Traditionally,
most analysis of soot has pertained to the microstructure or
overall (micrometer) size of the aggregate.18 The primary
motivation for this emphasis stems from the inhalation concerns
associated with aerosols, soot in particular, which has led to
the Environmental Protection Agency PM2.5 criteria. Submi-
crometer aerosol particles can penetrate deep into the lung,
thereby presenting a significant health hazard.19

Fractal geometry is the common size method used to describe
aggregate structure, and such a description finds use in modeling
aerosol dynamics and the absorption and scattering properties
of soot.20 However, most such analyses are conducted on
laboratory soot, and only recently has the fractal methodology
been applied to PM produced by diesel engines.21 By compari-
son, soot nanostructure is recognized as being (i) of greater
importance to understanding soot reactivity and (ii) more
reflective of the soot formation conditions and of the gas-phase
species contributing to soot formation. We would add that the
nature of soot organization is likely to affect biochemical-
mediated particle uptake in lung epithelial and macrophage cell
lines. Full comprehension of different soot nanostructures may
therefore also be justified when developing an understanding
of source-related PM2.5 health mechanisms.

Surface processes ultimately influence the soot nanostructure
by mediating the addition of gas-phase hydrocarbons to the
particle. Different gas-phase molecular species will likely diffuse
to the surface at different rates and may yield different surface
structures with consequences for subsequent carbon layer plane
growth and assembly. The surface reaction, growth, and
assembly processes are considered to be fully dependent on these
gas-phase molecular species; therefore, the final soot particle
nanostructure is expected to reflect the gas-phase flame chem-
istry and is interpreted with the surface-mediated processes
implicit.22

Experimental Section

Sample Matter. In all, seven aerosol samples were analyzed
for soot nanostructure by HR-TEM, five from source emissions
testing and two from sampling the atmosphere. The emissions
samples selected for analysis were within the oil fuel combustion
(industrial, commercial, residential, and electrical utilities; 46.3 Gg/
year), transportation (230 Gg/year from highway and off-highway
diesel and aircraft), and biomass burning (wildfires, agricultural
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fires, prescribed burning, and residential wood combustion, 1.3 Tg/
year) source sectors. These sources were selected using their impact
on air quality as a basis; combined, they accounted for ap-
proximately 25% of all anthropogenic fine aerosol emissions (6.2
Tg/year) in the U.S. in 2002.23 Global estimates of EC emissions
from these sources range from 5.6 to 11.0 Tg/year,24 accounting
for approximately 50% of the world’s yearly EC emissions. We
use EC as a surrogate for soot and its nanostructure throughout.
However, because EC is “operationally” defined and subject to
artifacts, it may incorrectly predict the mass attributable to a specific
soot nanostructure imaged by HR-TEM. To the best of our
knowledge, these are the first direct TEM observations of jet engine
and plant- and institutional-scale oil boiler soot nanostructures.

Except where otherwise indicated, aerosol was collected using
a dilution sampling system (DSS) reported previously.25 The dilution
factor varied, depending upon the system and test. Teflon and high-
volume quartz filter media served to capture the filterable PM2.5.
These were subsequently processed for HR-TEM analysis as
indicated. The sample age spanned from∼1 to 9 years. During
this time, the samples were stored in an ultralow-temperature freezer
at a maximum temperature of-45 °C. An effect on nanostructure
due to either the wide time gap between sample collection and
analysis or to the storage conditions was not expected. A detailed
description of each source and sample follows.

Plant-Scale Electrical Utility Boiler (432 GJ) Firing Residual
Oil. Aerosol emissions from a front-fired fossil fuel steam generator
burning No. 6 residual fuel oil were sampled using the DSS. This
aerosol contained less than 1% w/w carbon. Results of a No. 6
residual fuel analysis found the following: C, 87.85; H, 7.34; O,
1.87; N, 0.57; S, 2.35; ash, 0.02sall values are given as percentages.
Chlorine content in No. 6 residual fuel oil can be as much as 500
ppm.

Institutional-Scale Boiler (67 GJ) Firing Distillate Oil. This
PM2.5 emissions sample was collected from an institutional-scale
water tube boiler firing No. 2 distillate oil (F ) 0.84 g/L). Upon
visual inspection, the collected aerosol appeared black. Thermal-
optical analyses confirmed that up to 34% w/w of the carbon was
elemental carbon or soot. Results of a No. 2 distillate fuel analysis
found the following: C, 85.93; H, 13.66; O, 0.26; N, 0.03; S, 0.09;
Cl, ∼300 ppm; ash, 0.01sall values are given as percentages.

Jet Aircraft Engine Exhaust. A fine aerosol sample was
collected from the emissions of a commercial (General Electric
CFM-56-2-C1) turbofan engine mounted on a Boeing DC-8 jet
aircraft. Tests were conducted as part of the NASA Air Particulate
Emissions Experiments program. The sample integrated engine
operating tests were conducted at four power (thrust) settingss7%
(idle), 30% (approach), 85% (climb-out), and 100% (take-off)s
typical of the landing and take-off cycle at commercial airports.
This PM sample comprised nearly 35% w/w EC. Jet propulsion
fuel No. 8 (JP-8;F15 °C ) 0.8199 g/cm3; heat of combustion)
43.2 MJ/kg) was the base fuel. Compositional analyses of this jet
fuel showed the following: S, 409 ppm; H, 13.7% w/w; aromatics,
17.9% v/v.

Highway, Heavy-Duty Diesel Truck Emissions.The diesel soot
sample was collected as an on-road aerosol emission from a high-
mileage, 1990 Kenworth long-haul, heavy-duty truck with a series
60 Detroit diesel engine. Sample exhaust was diluted (1:56) with
compressed, dry, HEPA-filtered air directed to a series of three
eductors (1:20 dilution each). A PM2.5 cyclone was positioned in
the dilution system upstream of the sample filter. Fine particulate
matter in the diesel truck exhaust was sampled on a Teflon filter.
That filter sample was visibly black and contained 70% EC on a
mass basis.

Ponderosa Pine (Pinussp.) Forest Wildfire. Fresh green
needles, small branches, twigs, and cones were gathered in a western
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U.S. Ponderosa pine forest and burned in a test enclosure as they
are burned in the field. Milligrams of aerosol emissions from this
simulated wildfire were sampled. The collection, handling, and
burning of the biomass fuel were described by Hays et al.26 An
analysis of fuel composition found the following: C, 44.6; H, 5.4;
N, 0.7; O, 31.1; S, 0.1sall values are given as percentages. Though
this aerosol was virtually all carbon, it comprised less than 2%
w/w EC matter.

Ambient PM2.5 Collected in Duke Forest.The Duke Forest
ambient sample is a 2-day composite sample collected from Friday
July 25, 2003 at 6:45 PM until Sunday, July 27 8:05 PM using an
MSP high-volume sampler, sampling through a PM2.5 head at 270
lpm at Chapel Hill, NC. No denuders were used. The organic carbon
(OC)/EC ratio was 11:1, which was typical of about half of the
samples collected at this time and a bit higher than others. The
sample is expected to comprise 90% carbon from the oxidation of
terpenic hydrocarbons, which likely polymerized into larger
molecules as some studies have suggested.27 The EC is probably
from diesel and biomass burning sources, although potassium data
and meteorology do not support a significant fire contribution. The
Duke Forest site is located near a local access road, thus, is expected
to capture a small fraction of vehicle soot. On a wider spatial scale,
this field-monitoring site is located in a 32 km2 forest surrounded
by a thickly settled urban area.

Northern Front Range Air Quality Study. The second ambient
PM2.5 sample is a 24-h sample (12/20/1996-12/21/1996), collected
as part of the Northern Front Range Air Quality Study at the Welby
site in the northeast Denver area. Aerosol was collected on a 79
mm Gelman Zefluor filter with an MSP high-volume virtual
impactor operating at a 0.28 m3/min flow rate; the sampler had a
2.5µm aerodynamic cut point. On December 20, 1996 at the Welby
site, the OC/EC ratio was nearly 1:1 at a total carbon concentration
of ∼10 µg/m3. Receptor modeling attributed the majority of EC to
light-duty gasoline (cold starts) and diesel vehicles. A coal-fired
power plant and petroleum refinery were the major industrial
facilities operating regionally.28

Sample Preparation.The process for creating the TEM sample
consisted of removing a portion of the collected soot from the
sample filter and dispersing it upon a TEM grid. A portion of the
sample filter was removed by cutting. This piece typically measured
1 cm2 in area. Within a new glass sample bottle, the filter section
and 5 mL of 200-proof ethanol were agitated by sonication. Material
was readily released from the filter and observed as a clouding of
the solution. Though a period of 1 min typically resulted in a high
degree of removal of material from the filter, as judged qualitatively
by its change in opacity, typically a sonication time of 10 min was
used to ensure near total removal. A drop of the dispersed solution
was then placed upon the lacey TEM grid. By drying through
evaporation, suspended material was deposited upon the TEM grid.
All of the collected soots were examined using this approach.

The elemental carbon composition of soot was the main focus
of our study. Prior analyses confirmed each soot examined here as
comprising some fraction of elemental carbon. In such carbonaceous
soots, inclusions and other heterogeneous material are not readily
extracted (e.g., fullerenes imbedded within flame soot are generally
not extractable). Redeposition of soluble organic matter, if present,
following drying of the ethanol-soot droplet is readily observed
as a thin film on the particles and grid. This can greatly obscure
imaging at high magnifications. Subsequent sample preparation
employed a dry transfer process for transferring soot from selected
collection filters to TEM grids. For two organic sootssnamely,
the wildfire and aircraft sootsstreated this way, changes in
morphology or nanostructure were not observed, suggesting an
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Figure 1. Shown are the bright-field HR-TEM image (a), the corresponding skeleton image (b), derived histograms of fringe length (c) and
separation distance (d), the image skeleton for calculation of tortuosity (e), and histogram of fringe tortuosity (f) for the soot derived from the
plant-scale electrical utility boiler firing residual oil.

absenceof chemicalor physicalsolventeffectsdueto thesolvent-
basedTEM samplepreparation.

High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HR-
TEM). HR-TEM imagesweretakenusinga Phillips CM200with
aGatanimagefilter for digital imagingwith live Fouriertransforms
with a nominalresolutionof 0.14nm. The instrumentoperatedat
200keV usingLaB6 filament.Typically, threeor morelocations,
well-separatedontheTEM grid,wereexaminedto verify uniformity
of thesample,specificallythesootmorphologyandprimaryparticle
(nano)structure.These locations were examinedat a seriesof
progressivemagnificationsto determinethe consistencyof the
particular nanostructure.If variability was observed,additional
locationswereanalyzedto resolvethe predominantform. Images
werecollecteddigitally from portionsof thesamplethatwerebest
imaged(isolatedregionsof sootaggregateswhereprimaryparticles
werenot overlappedby otherprimaryparticlesalongtheelectron
beamaxis).

HR-TEM Lattice Fringe ImageAnalysis.ThoughtheHR-TEM
imagesarehelpful in revealingthenanostructureof soots,theyonly
providea qualitativemeasure.A morequantitativemeasuremay
be obtainedby a lattice fringe analysisof the HR-TEM images,29

socalledbecausethecarbonlamellaappearas“fringes” underHR-
TEM imaging.With the adventof digital imagingandcomputer-
basedimage processing,we have developedimage processing
algorithmsexpresslyfor thispurpose.Previouspapershavedetailed
the processingof imagesanddemonstratedvalidationagainstthe
traditional measuresof Raman and X-ray diffraction for the
graphitic structurein a seriesof heat-treatedcarbonsand as a
nanoscalemetrologytool.30

(29)Shim,H.-S.;Hurt, R. H.; Yang,N. Y. C. Carbon2000, 38, 29-45.
(30)VanderWal, R. L.; Tomasek,A. J.; Street,K. W.; Hull, D. R.;

Thompson,W. K. Appl. Spectrosc.2004, 58, 230-237.

Resultsand Discussion

HR-TEM and Lattice Fringe Analysesof Source Soots.
Generally,lower-magnificationTEM imagesof particle soot
from theselectedsourcesrevealedaggregatemorphologywith
fairly significantmergingof primaryparticles(datanotshown).
The degreeof aggregatecompactnessand particle merging
variedby combustionsource;for example,thewildfire particles
were fully merged compared with those from fossil-fuel
combustion.Within the fossil-fuel combustioncategory,the
primary particlesfrom the institutional-scaleoil boiler were
fusedto thegreatestextent.Eventhoughtheprimaryparticles
observedwerenot clearlydefinedtypically, we estimatedtheir
size ranging from approximately20 to 100 nm and varying
within and acrosssource types. They appearedmostly as
spheroidswith distortionsandirregularitiesbeingrevealedupon
close inspection. In contrast to laboratory-generatedsoots
exhibitinganoften-citedstructureconsistingof point-contacting
spheresassembledinto branchedfractal aggregates,the ag-
gregatesobservedherewererathercompact,generallylacking
such“traditional” structure.Therein,aerodynamicsizeparam-
etersfor manyof theprimaryandaggregateparticlesobserved
are less meaningful. Despite this lack of macrostructure,a
bimodal size distribution composedof particleseither much
smalleror largerthanthereportedaggregateor primaryparticle
(asmight be expectedin eithera nucleationor agglomeration
mode)wasnot seen.

Figures1-5 eachincludehigh-magnificationTEM images
(resolving individual carbonlamella) of sootsfrom globally
relevant anthropogenicemissionssourcesalong with their
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Figure 2. Shown are the bright-field HR-TEM image (a), the corresponding skeleton image (b), derived histograms of fringe length (c) and
separation distance (d), the image skeleton for calculation of tortuosity (e), and histogram of fringe tortuosity (f) for the soot derived from the
institutional-scale boiler fueled with distillate oil.

correspondingfringe analysis plots. In the next sections,
observationsof each source’snanostructurewith respectto
particlenucleationandgrowth,combustionconditions,andfuel
chemistryareconsidered.

Plant- and Institutional-Scale Oil Boilers. Whentested,the
plant-scaleelectricalutility boiler (432 GJ) firing residualoil
wasoperatingat roughlyhalf of its permittedloadwith a five-
field electrostaticprecipitatorastheonly controldevice.These
testconditionsresultedin a PM2.5 massemissionfactorof 2.2
g/kg of fuel burned(averagedover 22 h of sampling).Sulfur
was the single most predominantelement.The fine aerosol
collectedwassulfur-enriched(∼60%w/w; determinedby X-ray
fluorescence)in the accumulationmodespecifically between
thediametersof 400-650nm.As mentioned,thePM emissions
from this boiler comprisedlessthan1% w/w carbon;the EC/
OCratiowasasmuchas2:1.Theespeciallydiminutiveorganic
carbonconcentrationmadeit impracticalto applyanyconven-
tional,off-line analyticalmethodologyto determinetheidentity
or level of organicmarkersin this filter sample.Thesearethe
compoundsnormally utilized for sourceattribution and ap-
portionment.The carboncontributionestimateof this source
maythereforebeerroneouslyneglectedwhenusingonly organic
markersto apportion airborne PM. We justify focusing on
the sootcomponentin theseemissionsusingHR-TEM on the
basisof (i) its single-particlesensitivity, (ii) the larger frac-
tion of EC (as opposedto OC) in this particularsample,and
(iii) the significant global EC emissionsfrom oil combus-
tion for electricalpower generation(approximatedat 13 Gg/
year).31

TheHR-TEM bright-field imageof sootfrom theplant-scale
boiler emissionsis shown in Figure 1. The nanostructure
possessesa radial variation.Along the particleperimeter,the
lamella are distinct while the interior is comprisedof short,
disorganizedsegments;this is somewhatanalogousto our
observationof diesel sootsgiven later. Such differencesin
nanostructuremayreflectacombinationof differentcombustion
temperaturesand chemical speciescontributing to particle
growth at variousstages.With PAH nascentto the fuel, the
fuel-richcoreof aspraywouldbeprimedfor earlysootparticle
inceptionby PAH nucleation.32 PAHsmaynot beableto stack
in a regularmannerso asto producea graphiticstructure;the
randomchaoticassemblageof PAH would lead to a disorga-
nizedparticlecoresimilar to theoneobservedhere.Moreover,
the high chlorine contentof the fuel could accelerateradical
formation via H-atom abstraction,further acceleratingPAH
growth,nucleation,andinitial particlemassgrowthat relatively
low temperatures.33 Nearertheflamefront, thecombinationof
highertemperatures(1300°C) andlongertimesneededto reach
this region will foster the breakdown of PAH and fuel

(31)Bond,T. C. GlobalBlack CarbonEstimates(personalcommunica-
tion).

(32)Ragucci,R.; Cavaliere,A.; Ciajolo, A.; D’Anna, A.; D’Allessio,
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Symposium(International)on Combustion,Sydney,Australia,1992;The
CombustionInstitute: Pittsburgh,PA, 1992;pp 1565-1571.
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SootFormationin PremixedFlamesof CH3Cl/CH4 andCH4. TheTwenty-
Sixth (International)Symposiumon Combustion,Naples,Italy, 1996;The
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components, resulting in acetylene (C

Figure 3. Shown are the bright-field HR-TEM image (a), the corresponding skeleton image (b), derived histograms of fringe length (c) and
separation distance (d), the image skeleton for calculation of tortuosity (e), and histogram of fringe tortuosity (f) for the soot derived from the jet
aircraft engine exhaust.

2 2 2 2

maybeableto assemblein anorderly fashiongiven its size;33

orderedmolecularspeciesadditionto the sootparticlevia the
hydrogenaddition-carbonabstraction(HACA) mechanismmay
accountfor theincreasinglyorderedstructureat theselaterstages
(explainingtheparticleperimeter).35 Clearly,thefuel composi-
tion andcombustionprocessinfluencesootnucleationandthe
subsequentparticle growth and chemistry reflected in the
nanostructure.

Histogramsshowingthedistributionsof lamellafringe length,
tortuosity,andseparationdistancearealsogiven in Figure1.
The fringe-lengthhistogramshowsa significantpopulationof
fringeswith lengthsbeyond1.4 nm, an indicatorof graphitic
structure. The tortuosity is relatively narrowly distributed,
signifying thatthelamellaarenothighly curved,consistentwith
visual inspection of the bright-field image. The range of
separationdistancesis broad,reflectinga turbostraticstructure
of the lamella.

Operatingat just
control device, the smaller

∼40% of its capacitywithout a particle
institutional-scaleboiler (67 GJ)

firing distillateoil showedacomparativelylowerPM2.5 emission
factor range of 0.03-0.2 g/kg of fuel burned (for 60 h of
testing).However,theseemissionscomprisedconsiderablymore

(34)Frenklach,M.; Clary, D. W.; Gardiner,W. C.; Stein,S. E. Effect
of Fuel Structureon Pathwaysto Soot. The Twenty-First Symposium
(International)on Combustion,Munich, Germany;The CombustionInsti-
tute: Pittsburgh,PA, 1986;pp 1067-1076.

(35)Frenklach,M. On SurfaceGrowth Mechanismof Soot Particles.
TheTwenty-Sixth(International)SymposiumonCombustion,Naples,Italy,
1996;The CombustionInstitute: Pittsburgh,PA, 1996;pp 2285-2293.

H ) formation.34 C H carbonwith as much as 34% being EC on a massbasis(2-
34% was the range).Interestingly,the boiler fired with the
lighter distillate fuel yields very different soot. As seen
qualitativelyvia theHR-TEM bright-field imageandquantita-
tively by the fringe-lengthhistogrampresentin Figure 2, the
soot nanostructureis relatively disorderedwith few fringes
beyond1 nm in length.With thesmallerdesignlikely possessing
better fuel-air premixing and lower temperaturesfor NOx

reduction,PAHs36 (nascentor pyrolysis-derived)andoxygenated
specieslikely contributeto particle growth, leadingto a less
orderedstructure.6 The tortuosity is more broadly distributed
than that for the soot produced in the plant-scaleboiler,
consistentwith the more disorderedlamella comprising the
particle. Becausetortuosity reflects undulationsof lamella,
adjacentlamella are necessarilyout-of-registrycomparedto
plane layers so as to minimize π-π electron repulsions.
Correspondingly,the medianfringe separationis larger than
that for the plant-scaleoil boiler soot.

Jet Aircraft Engine Exhaust. Aircraft emissionsare a
growing concern owing to their affects on climate (cloud
condensationnuclei and contrail formation) and potential
toxicity. Though generally consideredpoorly characterized,
aircraftparticleemissionsconsistentlyexhibit a nucleimodes
especiallyduring takeoff (ref 37 and referencestherein).The
cycle-integratedjet enginetestsconductedhereyieldednuclei

(36)Benish,T. G.; Lafeur,A. L.; Taghizadeh,K.; Howard,J. B. C2H2
and PAH as Soot Growth Reactantsin PremixedC2H4-Air Flames.The
Twenty-Sixth (International)Symposiumon Combustion,Naples,Italy,
1996;The CombustionInstitute: Pittsburgh,PA, 1996;pp 2319-2326.
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Figure 4. Shown are the bright-field HR-TEM image (a), the corresponding skeleton image (b), derived histograms of fringe length (c) and
separation distance (d), the image skeleton for calculation of tortuosity (e), and histogram of fringe tortuosity (f) for the soot derived from the
heavy-duty, on-road diesel truck emissions.

mode(<10 nm; numbermediandiametersbetween10 and30
nm)andnanoparticle(<100nm)emissions,with massemission
factorsspanningfrom 0.02to 0.2 g/kg of fuel burned.Though
higherEC/OCratios in aircraft PM havebeenreported,38 our
valuesrangedbetween0.1 and 1 and dependedon the fuel
composition.Thesedatacorrespondto an EC emissionsspan
of 0.002to 0.1 g/kg, which virtually envelopsthe established
rangeof EC emissionfactorsfor jet aircraft engines.24 Again,
jet enginetestingrenderedlimited filter massof carbonaceous
aerosol,precludingorganic compoundidentification through
standardanalyticalchemicaltechniques(e.g.,GC/MS,HPLC).
With (i) globalEC emissionsfrom aircraftalreadyestimatedat
19Gg/year,24 (ii) air traffic growthexpandingata rateof nearly
6% per annum,39 (iii) the proximity of airports to densely
populatedurban centers,and (iv) the expectedincreasein
atmosphericnanoparticleconcentrationsdueto theimplementa-
tion of nationalambientPM2.5 standards,thereis animpending
needto betterapproximateand understandthis source’ssoot
contribution.

Comparedto soot from the oil-fired boilers, the jet engine
sootcarbonlamellaarelonger,moreparallel,andquitedistinct,
asshownin the HR-TEM imagein Figure3. Therearemany
regionsof localizedgraphitic structurewhereseverallamella

(37)Herndon,S. C.; Onasch,T. B.; Frank,B. P.; Marr, L. C.; Jayne,J.
T.; Canagaratna,M. R.; Grygas,J.; Lanni, T.; Anderson,B. E.; Worsnop,
D.; Miake-Lye,R. C. AerosolSci.Technol.2005, 39, 799-809.

(38)Hopke,P. K. In ReceptorModeling in EnVironmentalChemistry;
JohnWiley: Hoboken,NJ, 1985;pp 267-314 (appendix).

(39) InternationalAir Traffic Growth Association.http://www.iata.org
(accessedMar 2006).

areparallelor similarly curvedtogether.Theselocalizedregions
extendthroughouttheparticles;their locationdependingupon
the particular imageplane.Reflectingsomeof this graphitic
structure,the fringe length histogram,Figure 3, exhibits an
extendeddistribution. Additionally, there are recognizable
fullerene-likestructurescentrally locatedwithin the particles
(seeFigure3 arrow).Theircentrallocationsuggeststheyformed
early during the combustion-regulatedprocessof sootgenera-
tion. Given that the fringes curve aboutcommonpoints, the
tortuositydistributionmeanis greaterthan1 andsimilar to the
plant-scaleboiler soot. Similarly, the oriented curvatureof
adjacent lamella results in the nonregistry of neighboring
lamella. As before, given the resulting increasedelectronic
repulsion,increasedseparationdistanceis energeticallyfavor-
able, as marked by the broad, nearly flat fringe separation
distribution.

C5-memberedringsareanessentialingredientfor fullerenic
nanostructure;co-integrationof C5 into a C6 frameworkwill
naturallyleadto curvature(fullerenicstructure).40 Fastpyrolysis
processescanshift thePAH formationpathwayawayfrom one
of thermodynamicstabilityswherebyonly C6 ringedstructures
formsto one where C speciesare preferentially formed.14

5

Alternatively, C5 speciesmay be formed from oxygenates
undergoing decompositionwhile within fuel-rich environ-
ments.6,41GiventhatJP-8is sprayedinto acombustoroperating

(40)Goel,A.; Hebgen,P.; VanderSande,J. B.; Howard,J. B. Carbon
2002, 40, 177-182.

(41)McEnally,C. S.;Pfefferle,L. D. Combust.Flame2002, 129, 305-
323.
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Figure 5. Shown are the bright-field HR-TEM image (a), the corresponding skeleton image (b), derived histograms of fringe length (c) and
separation distance (d), the image skeleton for calculation of tortuosity (e), and histogram of fringe tortuosity (f) for the soot derived from the
simulated wildfire emissions.

in excessof 2000°C with very fast fuel-air mixing occurring,
bothroutesfor C5 formationarelikely operative.As thesample
was integratedover severaltest cycles including four power
settings,further correlationof the nanostructureswith engine
conditions is not yet possible.However, to the best of our
knowledge,this is the first known linkagebetweenfullerene-
like moleculesandaircraft enginesoot.

Utsunomiyaandco-workers42 haveidentifiedandtentatively
ascribedfullerenecagesin atmosphericparticlematterto coal
combustionsoot.Our evidenceof fullerenestructurein aircraft
enginesootdemonstratesthatfullereneis notuniqueto asingle
fossil fuel combustion source. Despite speculationon its
presencein wildfire soot,43 to the best of our knowledge,
fullerenicmatterhasnot beendirectly observedin any typeof
biomassburningemissions.Perhapsit is reasonabletherefore
to suggestthat fullerenicnanostructurecouldbroadlyfunction
asan indicatorof fossil fuel combustionemissionsin airborne
sootparticles.Though,we cautionthat a fullerenedeficiency
in atmosphericsootwould not necessarilybeconcomitantwith
a lack of fossil fuel EC in that sample.For one thing, not all
coal fly ashsootbearsresemblanceto fullerene-likestructure.8

Moreover, fullerene contribution from natural sourcesis a
remote possibility. Both of these conditions would disrupt
fullerene’spotentialasarobustindicatorof fossil fuel emissions
in airbornesoot.Nonetheless,supplementaryinformationabout

(42)Utsunomiya,S.;Jensen,K. A.; Keeler,G. J.;Ewing,R. C. EnViron.
Sci.Technol.2002, 36, 4943-4947.

(43)Heymann,D.; Chibante,L. P. F.; Brooks,R. R.; Wolbach,W. S.;
Smalley,R. E. Nature1994, 265, 645-647.

the elementalcomposition of the source fuel and aerosol,
complementaryto the nanostructure,canbe appliedto further
resolve the fossil fuel combustion sourcescontributing to
atmosphericsoot. In the caseof the primary coal combustion
particlesidentifiedby Utsunomiyaetal.,42 uraniummicrocrystals
wereencapsulatedin the relatively graphiticcarbonbordering
the fullerene-like entities. Highly refined JP-8 fuel is not
expectedto containuranium,andasexpected,we observedno
suchobviousandrefinedheterogeneouselementsor inclusions
in our jet enginesample.

On-Road, Heavy-Duty Diesel Truck Emissions. When
considering“contained”combustion,dieseltruckemissionsare
thelargestsourceof ECglobally,contributinganestimated792
Gg/yearto thetroposphere.24 Dieselaerosolemissionshavebeen
extensivelystudiedandexhibit fractionsof EC varyingwidely
(0.2-0.9) asa function of fuel composition,operatingcondi-
tions, andengineandon-boardemissionscontrol technology.
Themodelage(1990)andconsiderablewearon the long-haul
dieseltruck engine(>900000 miles) usedin this studylikely
contributedto thehigh EC fraction(70%w/w) measuredin its
PM emissions.

The pervasivenessof dieselemissionshasled to the wide-
spreadstudy of diesel soot morphology,though quantitative
assessmentshave been scant (for examplesof quantitative
measuresof soot,seerefs4 and11).Sootfrom thedieselengine
testedhere possessesmoderategraphitic structurealong the
particleperimeterwith the interior lamellabeingmorechaoti-
cally arranged,asseenin the HR-TEM imageof Figure4, an
occurrencesomewhatsimilar to that observedfor the plant-
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scale oil boiler. Lamella around the particle outer portion are
intertwined rather than concentrically stacked. Their rippled
arrangement with respect to each other suggests diverse chemical
species contributing to nucleation and primary particle growth,
both of which can occur in different zones of the combustion
flame. It is again speculated that large PAH molecules contrib-
uted to nucleation and early growth, forming the particle
interiors, while acetylene (C2H2) contributed to the latter stage
growth at the perimeter. This view was justified in an earlier
discussion with the differences here being (i) that the PAHs
were likely pyrogenically formed (<1200°C) in the fuel-rich
core of the diesel engine spray instead of being nascent, (ii) the
lesser degree to which the perimeter region of the diesel soot
contains graphitic structure, and (iii) the relative lack of radial
variation in the diesel soot. The clear message is that anthro-
pogenic combustion sootssthough refractory and commonly
thought of as a single chemically homogeneous entitysare
internally mixed carbonaceous assemblages.

By definition, the tortuosity distribution reflects the undulation
of the lamella. As seen within the bright-field image, Figure 4,
the extent of texturing is prevalent throughout the majority of
the particle and particularly along the perimeter. Interestingly,
this uniformity gives rise to a modestly peaked separation
histogram with very similar mean and median values of
nm.

∼0.4

Ponderosa Pine (Pinus sp.) Forest Wildfire. We burned a
mixture of dead understory litter and fresh tree canopy (8-
33% moisture) biomass typical of that consumed in a western
U.S. wildfire. Its resinous nature made this fuel mixture highly
flammable, which resulted in a high number (>1 million/cm3)
of accumulation mode (merged primary) particle emissions
(unimodal log-normal distribution centered at approximately 200
nm).26 The emissions factor for EC was 0.4 g/kg, in good
agreement with the EC emission factor values compiled in ref
44. Numerous factors potentially affect the fraction of EC in
PM from biomass combustion. These include fuel type, moisture
content, loading, texture, ecosystem, landscape, soil conditions,
fire type, and prevailing meteorology just to name a few. The
open burning of biomass is the single largest global source of
atmospheric EC emissionsstotaling approximately 3.3 Tg/
year.24

As Figure 5 illustrates, soot from the simulated wildfire
emissions is amorphous, in stark contrast to the other soot. The
distribution of fringe lengths is narrow and peaks near 0.6 nm
with greater than 85% of the fringes being less than 1.0 nm in
length. Such short lamella (i) lead to a highly chaotic nano-
structure with a wide range of interplanar spacings, (ii) will have
a relatively larger fraction of carbon atoms at edge sites, and
(iii) do not support significant curvature (hence, less significance
should be ascribed to the breadth of the tortuosity distribution
relative to a graphitic soot, i.e., soot from the plant-scale boiler).
These observations point to substantially different particle
nucleation and growth mechanisms occurring in biomass fire
plumes. The deficiency of nuclei in the wildfire sample was
also observed in a wood stove soot and likely due to particle
growth by condensation.45 The deficiency of fullerene nano-
structure in the biomass burning aerosol is noted.

Biofuels such as cellulose, lignite, and so forth tend to create
a multitude of pyrolysis products, many of which evolve at

(44) Andreae, M. O.; Merlet, P.Global Biogeochem. Cycles2001,15,
955-966.

(45) Kocbach, A.; Li, Y.; Yttri, K. E.; Cassee, F. R.; Schwarze, P. E.;
Namork, E.Part. Fibre Toxicol.2006,3, DOI: 10.1186/1743-8977-1183-
1181.

moderate temperatures where smoldering rather than flaming
combustion occurs.46 Within amorphous soot nanostructure,
hydrocarbons, oxygenates, and hydrogen are more prevalent,
and they terminate the edge-site carbon atoms and fill or partially
occupy void volumes within the composite particle. Assimilation
of these interstitial molecular species or chemical functional
groups into the soot structure likely contributes to the disorga-
nization given the inhomogeneity of surface radical sites and
the many steric and conformational possibilities. Hydrogen or
other chemical species terminating the edge site carbon atoms
may also contribute to the lack of planar lamella observed.
Notably, the lower thermal stability of these molecular species
or chemical functionalities is consistent with the overall
formation of the soot particle at lower combustion temperatures.

In summary, numerous individual carbon-bearing particle
types have been ascribed to biomass burning.10 The observed
amorphous nature of the soot from the Ponderosa Pine wildfire
simulation was also noticed in biomass fire aerosols sampled
from several of earth’s continents (refs 9 and 10 and references
therein). Despite the stark contrast between wildfire soot and
other combustion soot, a similar amorphous structure has been
attributed to organic carbon matter in biogenic particles.9 The
mass proportion of inorganic elements in the biomass combus-
tion and biogenic particles is likely to differ and perhaps be
functional for apportionment. It remains to be seen if the lattice
fringe analysis of these analogously structured wildfire and
biogenic carbon particles would exhibit any significant statistical
differences. The biomass fire aerosol is unique in that a large
fraction of organic mattersdeficient in other examined soot
particlessshields its framework and seemingly interferes with
the soot’s ability to further organize.

Evidence of Combustion Source Soots in Ambient Samples.
Figure 6 images a-d exhibit the wide range of nanostructures
observed in the Northern Front Range sample. For example,
image a in the figure shows particles that possess a radial
variation in nanostructure, as indicated by lamella length and
organization. Examples of core-shell arrangements may be
viewed in Figure 6 image b. These soot particles possess a
disorganized core and outer graphitic structure where the lamella
are observed as parallel or similarly curved. Fullerene-like
structures (image c) and a largely disorganized nanostructure
(image d) are also detected in the particles collected at the
Northern Front Range. Clearly, its heterogeneous nature indi-
cates that sources with different combustion processes including
fuel, fuel-air ratio, and combustor type contribute to this
sample. The results of the lattice fringe analysis as illustrated
by the previous samples would be distinct for each type of
illustrated nanostructure. Given the observed similarity in
nanostructure between these and prior soots, a tentative assign-
ment of the origins of these soots would be (i) power plant or
similar large-scale industrial source, (ii) jet aircraft, and (iii)
biomass burning sources, respectively.

Of particular interest is the variability of soot nanostructure
observed in the Duke Forest tree canopy as shown in Figure 7.
Qualitatively, the samples exhibit a range of nanostructures; the
different selected images are not meant to convey the relative
proportion of each type of nanostructure but rather to illustrate
the range observed. Largely distinguishing these soot samples
are the observable lengths of the lamella and their local
organization (or lack thereof). The radial variation of the
nanostructure and outer graphitic structure is consistent with
the formation mechanisms previously discussed. Such wide

(46) Molto, J.; Conesa, J. A.; Font, R.; Martin-Gullon, I.EnViron. Sci.
Technol.2005,39, 5141-5147.
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Figure 6. Survey HR-TEM images of soot collected from the Northern Front Range Air Quality Study. Different types of nanostructure readily
recognizable by their lamella organization include (i) radial variation of lamella length and organization (image a), (ii) a core-shell arrangement
(image b), (iii) fullerenic-like structures (image c), and (iv) a largely disorganized nanostructure (image d).

Figure 7. Survey HR-TEM images of soot collected from the ambient PM2.5 collected in the Duke Forest. Different types of nanostructure readily
recognizable by their lamella organization include (i) amorphous (image a), (ii) core-shell structure (image b), and (iii) homogeneous structure
(image c).

differencesin nanostructurewithin ambientsoot suggestthat
sourceswith quite different combustionconditionshavecon-
tributedto the collectedsample.

Figure7 imagea showsa nearlyamorphousnanostructure.
This is likely due to the biogeniccontributionto the aerosol.
Carbonisotopeanalysissuggestsa relatively largeproportion
of this masswasbiogenicin nature.Theamorphousnanostruc-
ture could also originatethroughthe combustionof wood or
other cellulosic materialsof biogenicorigin including home
fireplaces,woodstoves,andsoforth. However,potassiumdata
andmeteorologydo not supporta significantfire contribution,
asmentioned.A core-shell structurewherethe shell consists
of parallellamellaaboutacoreof disorganizedmaterialis shown
in Figure 7 image b, whereasimage c exhibits a rather
homogeneousstructure.Comparatively,the core-shell nano-
structuresuggestsananthropogenicorigin. Themarkedvariation
betweentheparticlecoreandshell,coupledwith therecogniz-

able lamella length and stacking in the particle perimeter,
suggestsoriginsfrom sourceswith markedlydifferentconditions
for particlenucleationversusgrowth,suchasa powerplantor
other similar large-scalefacility. Finally, the shorter, more
tortuouslamellaobservedin imagec suggestrapid formation,
while the lack of radial variationsuggestscommonconditions
for particle inceptionand growth as perhapsmay occur in a
dieselengine.This resultlikely confirmsthepresenceof vehicle
soot from a local accessroad and possibly from the thickly
settledregionsurroundingthe forest.

Identificationof source-specificsootnanostructurein ambient
PM samplesis apt to be complementaryto ongoingsource-
receptorstudies.A positively identified sourcesoot entity in
ambientPM presumablycouldconfirmsourceprofile selection
prior to developinga chemicalmassbalancemodel or could
confirm theresults(thenumberandassignmentof sourcetypes
contributingto anairborneaerosolsample)of apositivematrix
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factorization. The positive identification of soot nanostructure
in source aerosols that are devoid of source-specific or, for that
matter, any organic markers is also expected to improve our
ability to properly account for the sources contributing to the
carbon fraction in ambient PM.

Conclusions

The nanoheterogeneity among soot from different anthropo-
genic combustion sources was made evident. Important differ-
ences in the type and concentration of hydrocarbon assemblages
between the particle perimeter and central core were observed
across the examined combustion systems. The morphology and
nanostructure of biomass burning aerosol stood in stark visual
contrast with fossil fuel combustion soot, whereas lattice fringe
analysis was needed to reveal the relatively subtle differences
among the fossil fuel soot samples. HR-TEM analysis indicated

a wide assortment of combustion sources contributing to
atmospheric soot. As it stands now, the determination of source
soot nanostructure is likely to complement the development of
widely used air-quality models. Further development of ap-
portionment models and the mechanisms underlying the adverse
health effects of aerosols are likely to benefit from a better
understanding of soot nanostructure.
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